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Abstract 

Australia acquired the Lockheed Martin (LM) 
AGM-158 Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff Missile 
(JASSM) and has integrated it onto the Royal 
Australian Air Force (RAAF) F/A-18A/B 
(referred to as F/A-18 herein) aircraft. This 
process required the aeroelastic envelope for 
the aircraft/missile to be quantified such that a 
flight clearance could be issued. In addition, the 
JASSM vibration environment for F/A-18 
carriage had to be quantified and compared to 
vibration qualification testing. This work is 
discussed herein and was carried out in 
Australia using assets based at RAAF Base 
Edinburgh and scientific and engineering 
expertise from the Defence Science and 
Technology Organisation (DSTO) and the 
Aerospace Operational Support Group (AOSG). 

1 F/A-18 Flutter 

Aeroelastic flutter is a dynamic instability 
characterized by oscillations of rapidly growing 
amplitude that can lead to serious damage or 
destruction of the aircraft. The F/A-18, like 
most fighter aircraft, is susceptible to flutter-like 
behaviour at certain flight conditions whilst 
carrying heavy under wing stores [1]. Unlike 
most aircraft, for this configuration the F/A-18 
dynamic instability behaviour is not a classical 
flutter, but rather a Limit Cycle Oscillation 

(LCO) type response. This instability is not 
unique to the F/A-18 and is common to other 
thin-wing fighters such as the F-16 [2]. Due to 
the nature of the aeroelastic response 
experienced by the F/A-18, an aeroelastic 
clearance was required based upon flight 
testing. This flight test program is discussed in 
the following sections. 

1.1 Limit Cycle Oscillations 

The current analytical flutter models for the 
F/A-18 are linear, both in the structural 
dynamics and aerodynamics modelling. This 
presents problems when trying to model F/A-18 
LCO at certain points within the possible flight 
envelope of the aircraft. LCO is a non-linear 
phenomenon that was identified during the early 
phases of F/A-18 development. Classical flutter 
theory, based on linear modelling, assumes 
there is a point (the flutter point) where the total 
damping in the system will be equal to zero. At 
this point, LCO will occur but any increase in 
dynamic pressure would lead to divergent 
oscillations. Because of the non-linear 
behaviour of the F/A-18, an increase in dynamic 
pressure past the LCO point does not 
necessarily lead to a rapidly divergent 
behaviour, rather the LCO is maintained for a 
wide range of increasing dynamic pressure, 
albeit with a slowly increasing amplitude. 

A significant amount of testing was 
conducted by the United States Navy (USN) to 
assess ramifications of flight in an LCO regime. 
It was found that the most significant impact 
was on human factors, thus impacting the pilot’s 
ability to fly the aircraft and perform routine 
cockpit functions. As a result, the aircraft 
response has been characterised as a function of 
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aircraft lateral acceleration, as measured by an 
accelerometer installed in the vicinity of the 
pilot seat, with allowable acceleration limits 
defined. 

1.2 Active Oscillation Control 

The F/A-18 susceptibility to LCO was identified 
during the initial development and full scale 
testing phase of the aircraft. The manufacturer 
of the aircraft McDonnell Douglas Corporation, 
now Boeing, introduced a modification to the 
flight control system, known as the Active 
Oscillation Control (AOC) [1]. The AOC 
worked with the existing flight control system to 
drive the ailerons in response to the lateral 
acceleration sensed in the forward fuselage 
using a fixed, non-adaptive, control law. The 
minimum Mach number at which the AOC is 
active was based on flight test results and 
experience gained from testing a wide range of 
stores. Thus, the flight control system of the 
F/A-18 controls the activation of the AOC 
which is dependent on the store configuration as 
well as the Mach flown. 

1.3 Flight Flutter Test Program 

Considering the LCO phenomenon and AOC 
issues, the RAAF and DSTO embarked on a 
flight flutter test program to provide a safe 
envelope for carriage of the JASSM onboard the 
F/A-18. The program was the first of many 
involved in certifying JASSM carriage and was 
required before separation/jettison and noise and 
vibration clearance flights could be flown. 

In preparation for the flight trials, training 
was provided by the USN to several RAAF 
flight test engineers, DSTO flutter engineers and 
a RAAF test pilot. This training led to the 
development of flutter flight testing procedures 
to be followed by both airborne and 
ground-based flight test crew. The procedures 
were further developed by a series of work-up 
flights and other clearance programs, 
culminating in a JASSM flight flutter test 
program conducted between May 2008 and 
March 2009, with several significant breaks 
within this period to address other RAAF needs 
requiring the test aircraft. 

The flight test program aimed to quantify 
LCO response of the aircraft and determine the 
airspeed at which this response grew to an 
unacceptable amplitude. Given the dangerous 
implications of airframe LCO response 
potentially becoming unstable and leading to the 
possible loss of the aircraft and aircrew, an 
F/A-18 chase aircraft was mandated and all 
flights were monitored real time at the ground 
station using a series of sensors installed on the 
test aircraft. Basic flight parameters, such as 
airspeed, altitude, Mach and normal acceleration 
(Nz) and aileron angle (to track AOC response) 
were monitored. The response of accelerometers 
installed at the wing tips and wing mid-span, the 
JASSM Mass Simulation Vehicles (MSVs, 
mass and inertially representative inert test 
assets) and the fuselage (lateral acceleration) 
were also monitored. An abnormal response in 
any key sensor would lead to an immediate 
termination of the test point, with the pilot 
returning the aircraft to a known safe condition.  

1.4 Automated LCO Amplitude Tracking 

To aid in monitoring the aircraft, an automated 
LCO monitoring capability was developed to 
track the LCO amplitude. This provided 
immediate feedback to the ground-based 
engineers on LCO status and if pre-defined 
limits were being approached. 

Aircraft data was available in real time at 
the ground station via a telemetry link to the 
aircraft. This data was received and converted to 
engineering units by a commercial telemetry 
system, was sent out on the Ethernet network 
and was accessible to all computers on the 
ground station network. DSTO developed 
custom software that would capture the data 
stream, determine the amplitude of the LCO and 
display it in real-time. 

For the purposes of this flight test program, 
the LCO amplitude was defined as the 
amplitude of the dominant frequency present in 
the data over a 2 Hz bandwidth where the LCO 
phenomenon occurs. A linear-least-squares fit 
was used to determine the amplitude of a sine 
wave at 0.1 Hz frequency intervals within the 
2 Hz window. The maximum amplitude and the 
corresponding frequency were then taken as the 
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LCO amplitude and frequency. Given this 
calculation was conducted in real-time using 
data acquired at 312 Hz, the frequency 
resolution at which the amplitude was 
calculated was a compromise between providing 
immediate results to test engineers and 
accurately determining the aircraft response. 

The LCO amplitude was displayed on the 
test director’s and flutter engineer’s terminal to 
provide continuous monitoring during the 
conduct of the flight test (Fig. 1). The display 
also changed colour to indicate the magnitude of 
the LCO amplitude relative to pre-defined 
maximum allowable limits. In addition, real 
time response traces of several key channels 
were available to the flutter engineers to 
monitor the response and growth in amplitude 
of several key components (i.e. wing, JASSM). 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. Real Time LCO Amplitude Monitoring 
Window 

 
Each test point was terminated if the LCO 

amplitude reached a response level considered 
greater than was acceptable for normal F/A-18 
operations. The airspeed/altitude combination at 
which this response occurred was then used to 
determine the final flutter-free envelope of the 
F/A-18 when carrying the JASSM. 

1.5 Results From Flight Flutter Testing 

A total of 19 flights were flown to fully define 
the allowable F/A-18 JASSM flight envelope. 
This flying covered a range of altitudes, starting 
at 30,000 ft, where an initial understanding of 
the dynamic response of the aircraft was 
obtained at low risk due to lower dynamic 
pressures. The flying progressed to lower 
altitudes where airframe aeroelastic response 
increases and specifically, LCO amplitude 
increases as Mach number approaches the 
transonic region. Fig. 2 shows an example of the 

type of response seen as the airspeed is slowly 
increased towards the LCO limit. This plot 
highlights the typical behaviour observed and 
the rate at which the limit is approached. Also 
highlighted in this figure is the single frequency 
nature of the response. The envelope shown on 
the figure is a single sinusoid fit to 0.5 second 
windows of data. It is apparent that as the 
amplitude increases, the response becomes 
dominated by a single frequency, with response 
at other frequencies becoming very small. The 
two inset plots show the response before the 
onset of the LCO and at the peak of the LCO 
response, for upper and lower inset plots 
respectively. These plots clearly indicate the 
broadband nature of the response prior to 
entering LCO and the predominately single 
frequency nature of the LCO response. 
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Fig. 2. Aircraft Lateral Acceleration as Airspeed 
Approaches the LCO Limit 

 
For each test point flown, the LCO 

amplitude was plotted as a function of airspeed 
for various altitudes and fuel states, as fuel 
weight affects wing structural dynamics. A 
sample plot is shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen 
from this figure, the LCO amplitude asymptotes 
are at a clearly defined airspeed. It was this 
airspeed that was used in the determination of 
the safe carriage envelope boundary. Note that 
below the airspeed at which the acceleration 
increases sharply there are several airspeeds 
with a reasonably high response. These 
responses are either transient responses induced 
by pilot stick raps used to initiate the vibratory 
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response or a change in the LCO response 
which lags the change in airspeed as the aircraft 
is rapidly slowed once the peak LCO response 
is reached. 

At the conclusion of the flight flutter 
testing a safe flight envelope was recommended 
for the F/A-18 carrying JASSM and the 
integration program was able to continue with 
other flight testing required to clear the JASSM 
for F/A-18 carriage. 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. Aircraft Lateral Acceleration vs. Airspeed 

 

2 JASSM Noise and Vibration 

2.1 Background 

JASSM procurement utilised a Function and 
Performance Specification (FPS) that included 
noise and vibration (N&V) requirements. These 
addressed transportation, F/A-18 captive 
carriage (CC) and free flight. MIL-STD-810F 
[3] (also referred to as 810F) was the FPS N&V 
environmental standard basis.  

The JASSM N&V certification levels 
represented composite spectra derived from 
other fighter and bomber aircraft. Test spectra 
for the various components were provided to 
Australia by LM. Initial assessments indicated 
that acoustic certification was of less concern. 
Thus, this paper focuses on CC vibration. 

MIL-STD-810F states that there are four 
primary store vibration sources. These are 
engine noise peaking at takeoff initiation, 
aerodynamic turbulence distributed over its 

surface in flight (non-buffet), aircraft induced 
vibration (buffet vibration) and vibration 
generated by internal materiel and local 
aerodynamics. The first three sources can differ 
with carriage platform and can be addressed in 
an N&V flight test program, with the last 
occurring after store release and addressed by 
LM in free flight vibration testing. 

To measure F/A-18 CC vibration, a 
JASSM instrumented test vehicle (ITV, Fig. 4 
and Fig. 5) was procured from LM for use in an 
N&V flight test program. The ITV has the same 
shape, mass properties and was manufactured to 
be as statically and dynamically similar as 
possible to a production JASSM. The wings and 
tail do not deploy and inert components are 
used. It is also equipped with a Telemetry 
Instrumentation Kit (TIK) and 100 measurement 
channels. For N&V analyses, these included 56 
accelerometers and 9 microphones sampled at 
6720 Hz. The accelerometers covered all major 
JASSM components. The TIK system transmits 
measurements via telemetry (TM) to a ground 
station for reception and processing. 

Different colours represent different altitudes 
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Boeing F/A-18 store N&V flight test 
reports, in particular their store vibration, shock 
and acoustic noise requirements report [4], 
helped guide JASSM flight test N&V planning 
and data analyses described herein. 

2.2 Ground Vibration Testing 

A limited ground vibration test (GVT) program 
was conducted to assess the ITV function, 
AOSG ground station reception/processing and 
to measure modal properties of the F/A-18 
wing/pylon/JASSM. 

The GVT configuration was as shown in 
Fig. 4. A photo of a test setup using shakers is 
shown in Fig. 5. Testing uncovered a problem 
with the ground station’s commercial telemetry 
and data processing system that resulted in data 
overflows/loss and incorrect time stamping. 
This discovery before flight testing allowed 
alternative processing plans to be developed. 

Modal test results identified predominant 
response frequencies of the system prior to 
flight testing. These were useful in interpreting 
N&V response. As an example of results 
obtained, a bending mode is shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 4  GVT and Clearance Station Configuration 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 F/A-18 GVT Setup with ITV Sample Results 

 

2.3 JASSM N&V Flight Testing 

A RAAF F/A-18 instrumented flight test aircraft 
was utilised for N&V testing. Flight testing 
aimed to measure the captive carriage N&V 
environment of critical JASSM equipment. The 
Mach, airspeed, altitude and Nz flight envelope 
considered was based on missile specifications 
and applicable flight clearances. JASSM 
contractual carriage requirements specified an 
Nz limit lower than aircraft limits. As limits of 
the basic aircraft applied to JASSM carriage and 
were desired operationally, the N&V flight test 
program had to accommodate a broad Nz 
carriage range. 

DSTO and AOSG provided the technical 
and engineering expertise, flight test engineers, 
test pilots and assets required for the N&V 
flight test program. Two LM engineers also 
attended the first eight flights flown to support 
ITV operation and real time data and missile 
structural integrity assessments. 

Given a JASSM flight clearance was 
required on both outboard pylons, the outboard 
station used for ITV carriage was considered. 
This was of interest given JASSM asymmetries 
caused by the vertical tail (Fig. 6).  Discussions 
with DSTO fluid dynamicists indicated flow 
between the JASSM and the inboard external 
fuel tank (EFT) was expected to produce higher 
energy flow based on previous DSTO 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies. 
One such result is shown in Fig. 7 for dual 
MK83 carriage, with the flow phenomenon 
involved discussed in [5]. Given this, Station 8 
carriage (Phase 1) was selected for ITV carriage 
as it exposed the ITV tail to this flow. A flight 
was also flown with the ITV on Station 2 
(Phase 2) for investigative purposes. 

Fig. 8 shows a sample from JASSM CFD 
modelling performed after N&V testing to 
further investigate flow characteristics. 
Supersonic flow is shown at the aft end of the 
JASSM, with in-flight vibration response in this 
area of the JASSM demonstrating Mach effects 
in the transonic flight regime. 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 6  JASSM Aft Asymmetries Due to Tail 
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Fig. 8  DSTO CFD of JASSM Ou
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ed for the N&V flight test program. Key 
flight parameters influencing F/A-18 store 
vibration (Mach, Altitude, Dynamic Pressure 
(Q) and Nz) were drivers, with conditions 
expected to yield high vibration targeted. A total 
of 75 Mach-Altitude-Nz points in the sky (PITS) 
were defined for the two test phases. The 
manoeuvres flown at these PITS included 
dynamic/transient and steady state manoeuvres 
to achieve the required Nz, depending up the 
PITS and purpose, as well as Level 
Accelerations and Decelerations (LADs) to 
obtain nominally steady state data for a given 
altitude over a range of Mach numbers. 

A total of 13 flights were flown. T
Phase 1) carried the ITV on Station 8. A 

13th flight was flown in the Phase 2 
configuration. The number of flights was driven 
by ITV TM reception issues, especially during 
transient/dynamic manoeuvres. The lack of an 
ITV onboard recording system meant that TM 
loss had a significant impact on the program. 

Time periods corresponding to PIT
manoeuvres were processed. Fig. 9 shows these 
periods in red for Flight 11. Flight parameters 
recorded on an aircraft tape system, as well as 
aircraft telemetry data, were also provided for 
N&V analyses. Telemetry data was instrumental 
in fixing numerous anomalies present in the tape 
data. 

G
etry issues, data integrity checking and 

‘cleaning’ was a very time consuming part of 
the N&V data analyses. While sometimes 

tedious, the task should not be underestimated 
in scope or in its importance to program 
success. 
 

 
Fig. 9  Flight Periods An  for N&V – Flight 11 
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O utilised 2048 point Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) analyses to create Power 
Spectral Densities (PSDs). While yielding a 
frequency resolution of only 3.28 Hz, this was 
deemed adequate for derivation of vibration 
environments. Choice of this smaller FFT block 
size also maximised the usable amount of data. 

These narrow band PSDs were also
erted to 1/3rd octave PSDs and used to 

define composite PSDs for consistency with 
Boeing methodologies [4]. As with Boeing, 
final composite PSDs also omitted ‘outliers’ at 
each spectral line based on DSTO defined 
criteria. 

PSD
each of the four flight environments; 

non-buffet, buffet, take-offs and landings. 
Various flight parameter statistics and 
acceleration root mean square (Grms) values 
were also calculated and stored for each PSD. 

Fig. 10 shows sample PSD results. Thes
onstrate differences present in the four 

environments. While buffet is dominant at low 
frequencies, take-offs produce the most 
vibration at higher frequencies.  

PSD Grms response valu
pared to F/A-18 flight parameters to study 

response trends. One such plot is provided in 
Fig. 11. This plot also demonstrates the high 
take-off vibration levels present. 

Take-off vibration l
pectedly high compared to in-flight results, 

see Fig. 11. Fig. 12 shows Flight 1, 5-2000 Hz 
Grms measurements for each ITV accelerometer 
normalised by its maximum Grms. The response 
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trend evident is consistent throughout the store 
and was seen in take-off data for all flights. 
 

 

 

ig. 10 Sample 1/3rd Octave PSD Results F

 

   
 

Fig. 11  10-2000 Hz nvironments  Grms vs. Q – All E
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To investigate possible response 
diffe

rms

diffe

rences for Station 8 and 2 missile carriage, 
Grms values for straight and level flying (LADs) 
at various altitudes were assessed. LADs 
provided quasi-steady state conditions deemed 
more conducive to response comparisons and 
included transonic flight where the presence of 
recovery shock waves, often forming near the 
aft of the store, produces an aerodynamic 
excitation source that could differ with pylon 
station.  

To investigate this, 10-2000 Hz G  
vibra

ig. 12 Normalised -Off Grms vs. Time r Flight 1 Take  fo

tion levels were plotted against Mach 
number to assess Station 2 and 8 response 
trends and differences. Fig. 13 shows such 
response comparisons at an aft JASSM location, 
normalised by dynamic pressure, for 15,000 and 
25,000 feet altitude. Clear differences between 
Station 2 and 8 are apparent within the transonic 
Mach flight regime. These differences are 
deemed beyond statistical scatter and are likely 
caused by local aerodynamic differences related 
to configuration asymmetries. 

To address Station 2 versus 8 response 
rences, a conservative scaling approach was 

taken which utilised curve fitting to scale lower 
levels to the higher of the response levels 
present on either station. This ensured that all 
data was used and the highest measured LAD 
Grms response levels were used in vibration 
damage assessments. 
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2.5 Vibration Response Characterisation 

Parts of the flight envelope were either not 
flown or had limited amounts of data. As a 
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result, response was predicted for these regions. 

Non-Buffet: Grms = f {Q (psf)} 

‘ade

To facilitate this, response trends versus flight 
parameters were assessed using available 
aircraft data. The following parameters were 
used. 
 

 Take-Offs: Grms = f {airspeed (knots)} 
 Landings: Grms = f {airspeed (knots)} 
 
 Buffet: Grms = f {Nz (g), Q (psf)} 

 
Data were collated into flight parameter regions 
or bins per vibration environment. The size
ange of these bins was a compromise between

 or 
 r

adequately maintaining random vibration 
response trends and obtaining enough data to 
achieve a level of statistical significance. 

Time weighted Grms predictions were made 
for bins without adequate data, with predictions 
only used instead of measured values if a more 
severe yet ‘plausible’ level resulted. Examples 
of response trend plots assessed are provided in 
Fig. 14. As can be seen, broadband non-buffet 
Grms response varied linearly with dynamic 
pressure. Thus a linear prediction was used for 
non-buffet response. 

Fig. 14 also shows a contour plot of Grms 
versus Nz-Q for buffet flight. As the most 
important JASSM vibration qualification 
concerns were discovered to be below 100 Hz, 
5-100 Hz Grms data was used for predictions. In 
reality 3-D surface fits were used to predict 
buffet response. A surface fit with limited 
extrapolation applied is shown in Fig. 15. Given 
extrapolation was needed to cover the full 
envelope, primarily at lower dynamic pressures, 
rules were necessary and derived to address 
‘unrealistic’ predictions. 

A response distribution was also required 
for each bin to represent the range of vibration 
levels experienced. For a bin with more than 40 
spectral estimates (deemed statistically 

quate’ based on the N&V database), the 
measured response distribution was used. In 
bins using a prediction, a response distribution 
was selected by identifying the most damaging 
(using Section 2.6 methods) of the five most 
populated bins for that channel. This ensured a 
well populated and conservative damage 
distribution was used in vibration compliance 

studies. The selected distribution was 
normalised by its time weighted Grms, and 
scaled by the predicted Grms to derive the 
response levels analysed for the bin. 
 
 
 

    
 

 
 

Fig. 14 Non-Buffet & Buffet Grms Trends vs. Q & Nz-Q 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 15 5-100 Hz Grms Surface Fit to Flight Data 
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flight environments was required as a function 
of selected vibration characterisation parameters 
(i.e. airspeed, Nz, Q). 

Several predicted mission profiles or usage 
data sources for JASSM carriage were 
evaluated. The FPS required a JASSM captive 
carriage life of ‘X’ hours. Thus, damage was 
predicted for X hours of each usage data source 
and compared to predicted damage results for 
associated vibration certification programs. 

The method used to calculate vibration 
damage is derived from simple damage theory 
defined in MIL-STD-810F. The 810F damage 
or time equivalency technique is an industry 
standard approach for these assessments. 
However differences in the equation’s exponent, 
something which is derived based on the 
components or materials analysed, are common. 
A variant of the 810F equation, utilizing Grms 
instead of PSD and a different exponent per 
Boeing store N&V analyses [4], is provided in 
Eqn. (1). This is a damage equivalence or time 
compression equation derived from the Eqn. (2) 
damage equation. These equations are the basis 
for JASSM vibration damage analyses. 
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2.7 Vibration Damage

While ‘Damage’ here  
duced damage, the method used only allows 

‘damage exposure’ or ‘damage potential’ to be 
e 

1  The MIL-STD-810F exponent of 4.0 on PSD level [3] 
becomes 8.0 when using Grms. For this application, the 
810F equation was less conservative than using the 
exponent of 6.5 used by Boeing in store N&V analyses.  

icable buffet/non-buffet composite PSD 
Grms level. The resulting equivalent time and the 
buffet/non-buffet composite PSD 1/3rd octave 
levels were then used to calculate damage using 
Eqn. (2). Take-off and landing damage was 
calculated ‘per event’ using measured N&V 
flight test data from the 13 flights and 
composite PSDs.  This was then scaled to the 
number of flights required to achieve X flight 
hours. Eqn. (3) follows from Eqn. (2) and 
represents the manner in which total captive 
carriage damage was calculated from each flight 
environment. This was done for each usage data 
source at each measurement location. 
 

             Damage (freq) = 


4

1

5.6*
i

irmsi GT  (3) 

 
Where: i  = Flight environ

buffet and landing) 
T

PSD level Grmsi per
environment i 
Composite PSD G
level, as a function of 
1/3rd octave band, per 
environment i 

 Results/Assessment 

in refers to vibration
in

calculated, with damage only resulting if th
structure or components exposed to the 
vibration are susceptible to it. This can only be 
determined conclusively through testing. Thus, 
if the predicted in-service total vibration 
‘damage’ of a component exceeds that of its 
qualification testing, it does not necessarily 
mean that the item will fail during fleet service. 
Rather, such a result indicates that there is no 
certification test basis to guarantee it will not 
fail, thus highlighting a risk requiring further 
consideration and engineering assessment. 
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ation 
test 

 with 
the 

The total damage predicted at a given 
location was compared to damage predicted for 
corresponding qualification test spectra. Sample 
damage results, normalised by the qualific

damage, are provided in Fig. 16 for one 
usage data source analysed. This usage results 
in less total damage for this location at all 
frequencies than the corresponding certification 
test. This also shows the difference in damage 
contribution based on flight environment.  

The usage source selected was also 
important to the damage results obtained, with 
inclusion of high Nz buffet and or high Q usage 
time increasing damage at low frequencies,

peak in Fig. 16 damage corresponding to 
response of missile bending modes. 
 
 

 
Fig. 16  JASSM Predicted Damage vs. Qualification 

3 Conclusions 

An Australian F/A-18 JASSM captive carriage 
vibration flight test and analysis program was

nducted through a highly 
 involving DSTO, AOSG 

 the flutter and N&V programs were 
major tasks involving vast resources and a 

personnel, the authors 
embers at 

ich R. Active 
aeroelastic oscillation control on the F/A-18 aircraft. 

vigation and Control Conference, 
, August 1985 

[2] Denegri, C. Limit cycle oscillation flight test results 

ental Engineering 

1996. 

, and/or their company or 
organization, hold copyright on all of the original material 

rs also confirm that they 
 the copyright holder of 

 
6 Cosuccessfully co

collaborative program
and RAAF personnel. Flutter testing and 
analyses were completed to define a flutter free 
flight envelope for JASSM carriage. Given this, 
a successful captive carriage N&V flight test 
program was completed. Using ITV vibration 
measurements from this testing, DSTO 
successfully completed all analyses required for 
JASSM F/A-18 captive carriage vibration 
compliance assessments, with these results 

provided to the Australian JASSM Project 
Office. 
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